Federal Registrar John smith,

I support the Department of Labor’s editing which gives workers and seniors greater ability to choose sustainable investments and make sure their future plans consider sustain.

I do want my funds, they are not for industries destroying the planet or mistreating workers. Do not like street sidewalk camping. Buried unknown managers couldn't take much more then they took when they left on lockout.

Whatever, factors like racial equity, synthesizer psychology issues, and mate change into account, whatever, get off at already. Next!.

Choose new and used home owner policies. Enuf hi risers.

Support musicians and

Instrument and recording gear investments that provide good sound and support US
made safe companies. Yes, national economy is destructed as are most US cities whilst n0g0race ing yesterday attnacking and continue to be in trouble or locked up in the pen or renting a zoo room in a welfare supported roach and rodent infested building to wreckurrent whenever.whatever.c0l.

Please do the right thing.yoir honor.thanks.

wake up, gently, the power is all up.

Looks like barbed wire on an oscilloscope.

Snivelin' pitch off.

Wayne Handzus